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X-Center 2.10
Multilingual Tagged Content Pages

X-Center is a content module for XOOPS 2.4 and later, it uses the latest techniques to hone
easy to present content on a standard page. it has an Inheritable block and all the accessories
for Tag and other features. It also supports X-Language and multilingual pages with the same
ID.

With this powerful module you can easily make content with any xoops site with version 2.4 or
later. This is the only and must have for content with XOOPS.

There is no need to upgrade from 2.07 to this version unless you are having language storage
issues.

Fixes Include:

XOOPS 3.0 Compatibility
UNICODE Storage (Undone)

Some of the features include:

Multilingual support of X-Language
Support Tag 2.3+
Inheritable block
SEO Clean URL
PDF Support
RSS Feeds
Optional Secure JSON Forms
Optional Sitemap Module Plugin
Optional Tag Module Plugin

Download: xoops2.5_xcenter_2.10.zip (13Mbs)

http://bin.chronolabs.coop/xoops2.5_xcenter_2.10.zip
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